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although remix decks aren't just for djing, the go home studios remix decks are a sound source that can be
used to scratch with. the tracks are widely available via free sample sites and come from many well-known
artists, but pendulum are amongst the djs (and prog rock fans) who have used them to great effect. a wide
array of sounds are included on the akai lp-2000 but the sound quality isn't great. akai's new lp-300a hifi digital
sampler changes this with high quality samples of music that you can use to scratch. it also includes a usb
interface and comes with controllers that can be used to control the sample playback. molekular delivers a
host of effects: phase shifter/phaser, dual ring modulator, wobble, stereo delay, chorus, reverb, harmonizer,
pitch shifter/modulator, pitch shifter/modulator, flanger, phaser and state variable reverbs. thats like having a
supercharged version of the big boxes, and i could say more. but, i dont want to give that away! but i can say
that it really serves as an antidote to the trapet. because molekular is all about adding nuance and texture,
and it makes use of state variables that you wouldnt otherwise be able to access. the big day has arrived, you
can download the latest version of traktor pro v2.7.1. so, what do you need to do to get it? just register for a
free nks account, download it, install the latest usb drivers, and plug in the device. the link takes you straight
to the download page. without wanting to reveal too much, you can download the software . if you already
have your traktor pro 2.7.0 installer, this update wont void any of your warranty. if youre upgrading from an
older version, it is recommended that you download and install a backup copy of the original product, just in
case.
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it comes with over 50 three-band eq, compressor, di and delay patches, as well as 13 multi-band compressors,
107 multi-band soft-limiter presets, 11 multi-band eq presets and 187 multi-band effects. use the six effect

type and three effect cut parameters to alter the sound of your recordings immediately. all of the effects in my
book have been added via traktor so i can just use a midi keyboard without switching to traktor to tweak the

sliders. if you do this, you will see that midi numbers are used for the level and filter sliders, and they are
labeled as midi cc's 4 to 7. this means that if you use a midi keyboard, you can still edit your patches. if you

look around, you will find many others who use midi controllers in this way. some of them are more
adventurous than me, and they use it as the central control for even larger controllers like the nord lead or
even custom devices made for their own rigs. the only concern i have with midi-based controllers is that it

seems like such a meager system to do any real-time control of a performance. i like to be able to run a real
synth one track at a time (with a midi track in between), set a variable track length, or tweak the filter

parameters by simply clicking on them. if its a 12-step midi track, you have to hit the cc number 12 times to
get the last note of that track, which is no good. the dd-25 is a good example of this. i can directly control the
main reverb on the dd-25 using the mpc x, and i can set track length via the mpc x, which is the only thing it

has as an intrinsic midi controller. given what youre seeing above, i guess this really depends on how you set it
up in your own system. of course, it really doesnt have to be that way! but using a midi controller to control its

filter envelopes is just not very convenient. 5ec8ef588b
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